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Abstract-we study positive increasing solutions of the nonlinear difference equation 
A(an@p(A4) = bnf(2n+l)r @p(u) = I@-34, p > 1, 
where {a,}, {bn} are positive real sequences for n 2 1, f : lR --t lR is continuous with uf(u) > 0 for 
u # 0. A full characterization of limit behavior of all these solutions in terms of a,,, b, is established. 
Examples, showing the essential role of used hypotheses, are also included. The tools used are the 
Schauder fixed-point theorem and a comparison method based on the reciprocity principle. @ 2003 
Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
Keywords-Nonlinear difference equation, Positive increasing solution, Strongly increasing solu- 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The aim of the paper is to investigate unbounded solutions of the second-order nonlinear difference 
equation 
A(an$W4) = b&n+d, (1) 
where {a,} and {b,} are positive real sequences for n > 1, f : W --) W is continuous with 
Us > 0 for u # 0, G$,(u) = IuI*-~u, and p > 1. Observe that the left-hand side in (1) 
is the one-dimensional discrete analogue of the pLaplacian A,(u) = div(IVt+‘-2Vu) that is 
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frequently used in searching for radial solutions of nonlinear partial equations modelling various 
reaction-diffusion problems (see, e.g., [l]). 
Many recent papers deal with equations of type (1): we refer to [2-91 in which the asymptotic 
properties of (1) and of the special case 
A(an@p(A~n)) = b,@,(xn+d (2) 
are considered. Other related contributions can be found in the interesting monographs [lO,ll] 
and in references contained therein, In particular, in [2] a full characterization of limit behavior 
of solutions of (1) approaching zero as n + 00 has been established in terms of coefficients a,, b,. 
This paper deals with analogous properties concerning unbounded solutions of (1). 
It is known (see, e.g., [2, Lemma 11) that any nontrivial solution {x0} of (1) is eventually 
monotone and belongs to one of the two classes: 
Ml+ = {{xcn} solution of (1) : 3no > 1 : x,Ax, > 0, for n 2 no}, 
lW = { {xn} solution of (1) : xc,Ax, < 0, for n > 1) . 
Both classes are nonempty: solutions with positive initial conditions are positive increasing, and 
so Ml+ is nonempty; existence of solutions in M- follows from [3, Theorem 11. Denote with Ml; 
and Ml2 the subsets of M+ consisting of bounded and unbounded solutions of (1)) respectively. 
A solution x E Ml& is said to be strongly increasing if lim ]xF1 ] = 00 and regularly increasing 
otherwise, whereby xF1 denotes the first quasidifference xkl = a,@,(Ax,). The subset of strongly 
increasing solutions will be denoted as Ml;,, and the set of regular increasing solutions will be 
denoted as ML,. Then 
I@ = { {xn} E Ml+ : lim Ix,] < oo} , 
M&, = 
{ 
{xcn} E M+ : lim]x,] = co, lim xkl 
Ml;, = 
-I 
(2,) E Ml+ : lim Ix,] = 00, lim xF1 
and 
I > -=coa, 
I > 
=co , 
M+=M@4+ =M;uM+ 00 COR lJ wzs. 
In this paper, such subsets are fully characterized by means of the convergence or divergence of 
the following two series: 
where p* denotes the conjugate number of p, i.e., l/p + l/p* = 1. Relationships with existing 
results and some examples complete the paper. 
Throughout the paper, we use also the following notations: 
z,=pl4j,* ; ) & 7 )inIkbr,. 
k=l ( > k=l 
Clearly, if 21 < co, then Zs < co, because for i 2 4 it holds that 
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2. BOUNDEDNESS 
In this section, the existence of bounded solutions of (1) is considered. 
PROPOSITION 1. If (1) h as solutions in the class Mz, then 21 < oo. 
PROOF. Let {x,} be a solution of (1) in MI: and, without loss of generality, assume x, > 0, 
Ax, > 0, for n 2 no 2 1 and lim,x, = t?, < 00. We have A(an@,(Ax,)) 2 b,mf, where 
mf = minf(U) f or u E [x,, , &I. Summarizing from no to n - 1, we obtain 
n-1 n-1 
anQr,(Axn) 1 anoiPp (A+,) + mf c bi > mf C bi, 
j=n, k=no 
and summarizing again from no + 1 to i, we have 
Since lim&+M(~~~: bj)/(~~~~, bj) < 00, it follows that 
and so Z1 < 00. 
THEOREM 1. Assume 2’~ < 00 and 
f(u) 
I;::: ap(u) < O”. 
Then every solution of (1) in the class MIMI+ is bounded; i.e., M& = 8. 
PROOF. In view of (3), there exist two positive constants R, L such that 
f(u) <L 
Fm ’ 
for u > R. 
I 
(3) 
Assume there exists an unbounded solution {xcn} of (1) and, without loss of generality, suppose 
x, > R, Ax, > 0 for n 2 no 1 1. From (l), we obtain 
= bnf(xn+d _ ~n~p(Ax,)A(~,(x,)) 
+P(xn+d @P~x~~~,(xn+l) . 
Summarizing from no to n - 1, we get 
(5) 
where H = a,,@,(Axc,,)/@,(xc,,). If 24 < 00, then there exists a positive constant HI such that 
an@,(Axc,) < H 
!Bp(x,) - l 
Axe, < cp 
Or 2, - p* 
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Denote +yn = @‘p*(Hr/un). B ecause Zr < co implies 2s < co, it holds that lim y, = 0. Thus, 
x,+1 I (1 + “fn)xn; i.e., 
&x+1 I fi C1 + Yj)xnO. 
Using the fact 
j==?tO 
as n -+ co, we get a contradiction. 






From (5), we obtain for n 2 nr 
or 
Since Zr < 00, it is Cpn < 00. By the same argument as above, we get a contradiction. 1 
If condition (3) is not satisfied, then the above result may fail, as the following example shows. 
EXAMPLE 1. Consider the equation 
*((n - 3)(n - 4)*x:,) = -$&.h+d, n > 4, (7) 
where n(‘) = n(n - 1). . . (n - lc + 1) and f(u) = u2 sgnu. Clearly, (2,) with x, = (n - 1)c4) is 
an unbounded solution of (7). Observe that, in this case, [!(~)/a~(~)1 = usgnu and 21 < 00. 
REMARK 1. Proposition 1 and Theorem 1 generalize [3, Theorem 41 in which necessary and 
sufficient conditions for boundedness of every solution of the linear equation 
*(a&W) = bnxn+l 
are given (see also [lo, Theorem 6.2.11). Related results are established in [8, Theorem l] for the 
more general equation 
where r, 10. Remark that certain additional assumptions are needed for validity of Theorem 1 
in [8], as the above Example 1 shows. 
If no assumptions on the growth at infinity of the nonlinearity f are supposed, then the following 
weaker result holds. 
THEOREM 2. If21 < co, then (1) has solutions in the class MI:+ 
PROOF. Let Mf = max,,e11/2,11 f(w) and choose an integer nc 2 2 such that 
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Denote with eFO the Banach space of all bounded sequences defined for all integer n 2 no and 
endowed with the topology of supremum norm. Set 
R = 
{ 
u = junj E e; : i 2 u, 5 1 
1 
. 
Clearly R is a bounded, closed, and convex subset of en”, . Now consider the operator T : R -+ .tz 
which maps any U = (2~~) E Sz into Y = T(U) = {yn}, where yn,, = u,~ and, for n 2 ne + 1, 
(9) 
We show that T satisfies the hypotheses of Schauder fixed-point theorem. 
(a) Operator T maps 52 into itself because, in view of (8), it holds for n 2 no + 1, 
(b) Let us prove that T is continuous in erO. Let {Mi)} be a sequence in R converging to U 
in en”,. Because R is closed, U E R. Let Uci) = {UC)}, U = (21,) and Yci) = T(U(i)) = {yt)}, 
Y = T(U) = {yn}. It holds for every integer n > no + 3 
7X-l 




(IT (u(“)) - WJII = n”>“n”, IY? - ?/nl 
- 
5 max 
In view of the continuity of f, we get limi b,f(~yi,) = bjf(uj+i) for every j 2 no, and thus 
Consequently, 
Since 21 < 00 and 
lima&k = 0, 
i 
for every lc > no + 1. (11) 
(10) 
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the series cr=“=,, o&k is totally convergent. Applying [2, Lemma A] and taking into account 
that {U(i)} converges to U in /?E, from (10) and (11) we obtain limi ]]T(U(“)) -Z’(U)]] = 0, that 
is, the continuity of T in R. 
(c) T(R) is relatively compact. By a result of Cheng-Patula [4, Theorem 3.31, it is sufficient to 
prove that T(R) is uniformly Cauchy in the topology of lFOpo; that is, for every E > 0 there exists 
an integer n, 2 nc such that ]yml - ym,] < E whenever mi,mz > n, for every Y = {y,} E T(R). 
Let Y = T(U), U = {Us} and, without loss of generality, assume nc + 1 5 ml < m2. Prom (g), 
we obtain 
and the Cauchy criterion gives the relative compactness of T(R). Applying the Schauder ilxed- 
point theorem to operator T, we get the existence of a sequence (‘1~~) such that for n 1 no + 1, 
(12) 
It is easy to show that {fin},, 2 nc + 1 is solution of (1) in the class Ml;, that is the assertion. 1 
3. RECIPROCITY PRIN&PLE 
In this section, we study the existence of unbounded solutions of (2). In our investigation, a 
crucial role is played by the following simple property (reciprocity princip2e) which links solutions 
of (2) with those of a certain difference equation of the same form (so-called reciprocal equation); 
it has been recently used in the literature for the half-linear difference equations (see, e.g., [12]) 
and it extends to (2) a classical result stated for second-order self-adjoint linear differential 
equations [13]. If z = {zcn} is a solution of (2), then the first quasidifference {yn} = $1 = 
a,@,(Az,) is solution of the reciprocal equation 
where p* and q* are the conjugate numbers to p and q, respectively. Note that (13) is obtained 
from (2) by interchanging the coefficient a, with l/a,* (b,) and b, with l/9,* (a,+i). 
Observe that for solutions {x~} of (2) and {yn} of (13) with yn = &I, it holds that 
(4 E M+ - {Yn} E ML+. 
The series 22 for (13) plays the same role as Zi for (2) and vice versa. Because p 5 q if and 
only if q’ 5 p*, using the reciprocity principle we obtain the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 1. Assume p > q and Z2 < 00. Then every solution {x,,} of (2) in Ml+ satisfies 
limxkl < co; i.e., lJ41Ls = 0. 
PROOF. The assertion follows by applying Theorem 1 to the reciprocal equation (13). I 
COROLLARY 2. 
(a) If 22 = 03, then the first quasidifference of every solution of (2) in MI+ is unbounded. 
(b) If 21 = 0~) and 22 = co, then every solution of (2) in MI+ is strongly increasing; i.e., 
M+=M~,#0. 
(c) If 21 = 00 and 22 < 00, then (2) has solutions in ML,; i.e., ML, # 8. 
PROOF. 
(a) The assertion follows by applying Proposition 1 to the reciprocal equation (13). 
(b) It follows from Proposition 1 and Claim (a). 
(c) By Proposition 1, Ml+ = Mlk. Applying Theorem 2 to the reciprocal equation (13), we 
get the assertion. I 
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4. THE GENERAL CASE 
Consider two quasilinear difference equations 
A (an@, (Axn)) = brig (x,+1) (14) 
and 
A (anap (AY,)) = Bnh (yn+d , (15) 
where {a,), {&I, and {B,} are positive real sequences for n 2 1 and functions g, h : Iw + Iw are 
continuous with ug(u) > 0, uh(u) > 0 for u # 0. 
The following comparison criterion holds. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose B, 2 b, and there exists a positive constant R such that 
Ih( 2 Mu)17 for 1~1 2 R, (16) 
and h or g is nondecreasing for lul > R. 
Let {zCn} be a solution of (14) such that ]zr] > R, ziAzr > 0. Then for any solution {y,} 
of (15) with ]yi] 2 1~11, zryi > 0, ]Ayr] > ]Azi] it holds for n 2 1 
lynl 2 1~1 ad IYPlI 2 Izq. 
PROOF. Without loss of generality, we consider solutions {xcn} starting with a positive value. In 
view of [2, Lemma l] (see also [8, Propositions 1 and 2]), the sequences {zCn}, {y,} are increasing 
and so x, > R, yn > R. Define for n 2 1 
d, =yn--xn. 
Clearly, dl 2 0, Adi = Ayr - Axi 2 0; i.e., dz 2 dl. Let us show that the sequence {d,} is 
nondecreasing. Assume there exists no 2 2 such that 
0 I 4 I di+l, for 1 < i 5 no - 1 and dn, > &o+l. (17) 
Let {Gn} be the sequence 
then 
G, = an [@p (AY,) - @,,(hJ ; (18) 
A& = Bnh(yn+d - bng(xn+l) 2 b,[h(y,+l) - g(xn+l)]. 
In view of (16), we obtain 
AGn 2 Mh(yn+l) - h(xCn+l)l, A% 2 bnb(yn+d - dx:n+dl. 
Taking into account d,,, > 0 and monotonicity of h or g, we get 
AG,,-l 10. 
From (17), it follows that 
AYE, - Ax,, = dno+l - d,, < 0, Ayno-i - Ax,,-1 = d,, - d,o-l > 0. 
(19) 
Hence, 
AG,,-1 = G,, - Gno-i < 0, 
which contradicts (19). Consequently, the sequence {d,} is nondecreasing, and so d,, 2 0. 
Since Ay,, - Ax:, = dn+r - n _ d > 0, the monotonicity of @‘p yields y!? 1 xi1 and the proof is 
completed. I 
Theorem 3 permits us to extend our previous results to equation (1). More precisely, the 
following theorem holds. 
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THEOREM 4. Assume that (3) holds. If 22 < 00, then (1) does not have solutions in the 
class ML,; i.e., Ml& = 0. 
PROOF. In view of (3) there exist two positive constants L, R such that 
Let {zn} be a solution of (1) in the class &I&, and, without loss of generality, assume x, 2 R, 
Ax, > 0 for n 2 1. From Theorem 3 with h(u) = LGr,(~), g(u) = f(u), B, = b,,, for any 
solution {yn} of 
A (an@, (AYE)) = bJ@p(~n+d, 
with yr 2 xi, Ayr 1 Azr, it holds for n 2 1 
(20) 
Since, in view of Corollary 1, equation (20) does not have solutions in the class Ml:,, the 
inequality (21) gives a contradiction as n tends to infinity. I 
The following example shows that assumption (3) (i.e., polynomial growth of f) cannot be 
dropped without violating the validity of Theorem 4. 
EXAMPLE 2. Consider the equation 
A2x, = n > 17 (22) 
where f(u) = 1 exp(u) - l( sgn u. The sequence {xn} with x, = n(n - 1) is an unbounded solution 
of (22) and belongs to the class ML,. In this case, for any q > 1 it is 22 < 00, and (3) is not 
verified. 
THEOREM 5. Assume that there exists q > 1 such that 
(23) 
If 21 = 00, 2’2 < 00, then (1) has solutions in the class MI&,; i.e. Ml;, # 0: 
PROOF. The argument is similar to that given in the proof of Theorem 4. In view of (23), there 
exist two positive constants L, R such that 
f (4 I L@,(u), for u 2 R. 
Taking into account Corollary 2(c), there exists a solution {yn} of 
A (an@, CAY,)) = U@,(y,,+l), (24) 
in the class MI+ mR and, without loss of generality, assume y,, 1 R, Ayn > 0 for n 2 1. Let {x,} be 
a solution of (1) with $1 = yr, Axi = Ayi. Prom Theorem 3 with h(u) = L@,(U), g(u) = f(u), 
B, = b,, it holds for n 2 1 
y;1-xy >o 
that implies limrr+ooanQp(Axn) < 00. Prom Proposition 1, solution {x,,} belongs to the 
class M&, and so the assertion is proved. I 
If condition (23) is not satisfied, that is the nonlinearity f is “strongly increasing at infinity”, 
then the above result may fail, as the following example shows. 
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EXAMPLE 3. Consider the equation 
A (Ax:,) = e+f(x,+l), n> 1, (25) 
where f : R -+ lR is continuous with Us > 0 for u # 0 and if(~)I = exp(u2) for 1~1 1 1. 
We claim that MI:, is empty. Let {z~} be a solution of (25) in the class Ml+. Because 
21 = 00, (2,) is unbounded and so, without loss of generality, we can suppose x, 2 1 for n > 1 
and Axi > 0. Since A2x, > 0, the sequence {Ax,} is increasing and we have 
x,+1 > x, + Axi > x,-i + 2Axi > . . . > nAxi. 
Choose no large so that nAzi > 1 for n 2 no. Prom (25), we obtain for n 2 ne 
A(h) > exp [-n + n2(Ax1)2] . 
Summarizing from no to n, we have 
Ax, - Azc,, > 2 exp [-k + k2(Axi)2] 
k=n,, 
or 
xi] > Axn, + 2 exp [-k + k2(Azi)2] , 
k=no 
which implies the assertion. In this case, 21 = cc and for any q > 1 it is 22 < 00 and 
lim,,, f(‘LL)l@‘q(u) = 00. 
THEOREM 6. Suppose there exists q > 1 such that 
lim inf fo >o. 
I+-+~ @&> 
(26) 
If 21 = 2s = 00, then every solution of (1) in the class M+ belongs to Mu,; i.e. IMILR = M$ = 0. 
PROOF. In view of Proposition 1, it is sufficient to show that Ml&, = 0. Prom (26), there exist 
two positive constants t, R such that f(u) > &&,r(~) for u 2 R. Let {x,} be a solution of (1) in 
the class M;lbR and, without loss of generality, assume x, 2 R, Ax,, > 0 for n 2 1. Let {zn} be 
a solution of 
A(u~@~(A~> = bd~&n+l) (27) 
with zi = ~1, AZ, = Axi. Prom Theorem 3 with h(u) = f(u), g(u) = M,(U), B, = b,, it holds 
for n 1 1 
$1 - $1 2 0. 7% cw 
In view of Corollary 2(b), {zn} belongs to the class Ml:,. Now the inequality (28) gives a 
contradiction as n + co. I 
REMARK 2. If f(u) = aq(u), then conditions (23) and (26) are trivially satisfied, and condi- 
tion (3) is verified if and only if p 2 q (> 1). 
The following example shows that the condition (26) cannot be dropped without violating the 
validity of Theorem 6. 
EXAMPLE 4. Consider the equation 
a (AAx-) = $f(%+l), n > 1, 
where f : lR -+ Iw is continuous with u~(‘IL) > 0 for u # 0 and If(u)I = l//u1 for 1’1~1 2 1. 
Equation (29) has the unbounded solution {x,} = {n(n - l)}, which belongs to the class MI;,. 
In this case 21 = 00, 2s = co, and lim,,, f(~)/@~(u) = 0 for any q > 1. 
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5. SUMMARY 
Results of previous sections can be summarized in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 7. For equation (l), the following hold. 
(a) Assume 21 = co, 22 = 00. Then I$ = 0. In addition, if there exists q > 1 such 
that (26) holds, then IMILR = 0 and IkIlL, # 0; i.e., every solution of (1) in MI+ is strongly 
increasing. 
(b) Assume 21 = oo, 22 < 00. Then l@ = 0. In addition, if there exists q > 1 such that (23) 
holds, then MILR + # 0; if (3) holds, then Ml,, = 0. Consequently, if there exists q > 1 such 
that (23) holds and (3) is verified, then every solution of (1) in Ml+ is regularly increasing. 
+ (c) Assume 21 < co. Then Ml; # 0 and Ml,, = 0. In addition, if (3) holds, then ML, = 0; 
i.e., every solution of (1) in MI+ is bounded. 
PROOF. 
CASE (a). From Proposition 1 we obtain M, - + 0. In addition, if there exists q > 1 such that (26) 
holds, then by Theorem 6, ML, = 0. Since M+ # 0, it must hold that Ml:, # 0. 
CASE (b). Again, from Proposition 1 it follows that M, - + 0. In addition, if there exists q > 1 
such that (23) holds, then, by Theorem 5, IkllzR # 0. If (3) holds, then by Theorem 4, ML, = 0. 
CASE (c). By Theorem 2, it follows that Ml; # 0. Let us show that Mn;t6, = 0. Assume that 
there exists a solution {xn} of (1) in the class MlL,. Without loss of generality, we can assume 
x, > 0, Axe, > 0 for TI 2 no. Since ZI$ is bounded, there exists a positive constant m such that 
for n 2 710, 
Summarizing from no to n - 1, we have 
Since 21 < co, it is 2s < co and from (30), as n -+ 00, we get a contradiction. Finally, the 
assertion Ml;, = 0 follows from Theorem 1. I 
For equation (2), we get the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 3. For equation (2) the folrowing hold. 
(a) Assume 21 = 00, 22 = 00. Then every solution of (2) in Ml+ is strongly increasing. 
(b) Assume 21 = co, 22 < co, and p 2 q. Then every solution of (2) in Ml+ is regularly 
increasing. 
(c) Assume Zr < cm and p 2 q. Then all solutions of (2) are bounded. 
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